
>> Welcome to our session this afternoon. It's my privilege and pleasure to introduce this group. I've 
been able to work with them for the last year and a half now. You may or may not be familiar, in 
Pennsylvania, the PBIS network. We are moving towards learning as much as we can and building in 
culturally responsive PBIS. And in order to do that, we have identified some grant sites, pilot sites across 
the state. And we are learning as much from them as, hopefully, they are learning from us. And this is a 
team from IU 20, Saucon Valley, up in the Bethlehem area if you're not familiar with the district. And 
they have been just doing tremendous work for the past year and a half, 2 years now. So it is my 
privilege and pleasure to turn it over to ... Here's Saucon Valley.  
 
>> Thanks so much, everybody. And thanks for coming here today on the last session. I know it's really 
hard to be at the last session before the key note. So I appreciate your smiling faces here today. We're 
Saucon Valley Elementary School. And this is our team. It's Joanna, Stephanie, Michael and Courtney. 
And we're presenting our presentation today called "Examining Equity: A Personal, School-wide, and 
Community-Based Approach." So some of our objectives for our time together is we would like to help 
define equity. We've been hearing these terms. And they're kind of ambiguous. So what does that 
mean? So we're going to talk a little about that today and develop a basic understanding of what equity 
is and what it looks like. We're going to look at some approaches to examining equity throughout our 
time in our group. Over the last 2 years, we found that there's probably not one way to do this. So what 
we're presenting today is an approach that may or may not work for your school. But what we're trying 
to think about is: We used to share what we've been doing in our school-building in a way that there's a 
framework there. But it's still customizable for your own communities. So that's kind of something we've 
been always thinking about. And then we'd like to leave with, again, with a skeleton of a framework that 
maybe you could take back to your home PBIS teams. So just a show of hands in the room, who here is 
on a PBIS team? Okay. Any administrators in the room? Wonderful. Welcome. And any mental health 
support? Personal? No? Counselor? Psychologist? Welcome. Anybody else that I missed? Social work 
and ... 
 
>> Community support.  
 
>> Community ... Awesome. Great. Well, thank you, again, for being here. So with the people that are 
sitting close to you ... This is an interactive session. With the people sitting close to you ... There are 
materials under your chairs and markers. And on one side of the paper, could you please just talk briefly, 
a minute or so, using only one side of the paper? And create a definition for equity as you know it and 
understand it right now.  
 
[ Chatter ]  
 
>> All right. If we could please come back together. Could everyone just hold up your cards? And just 
going to read off some of the ones that I'm seeing: "Treating everyone fairly." "Giving access that's not 
always equal." "Providing what someone needs for equal access and to be successful." "Giving a child 
what they need, recognizing and respecting their uniqueness." "Fair is not always equal." Oh, boy. Oh, 
"Leveling the playing field. "Fair representation in the discipline data." "Supports available to all 
students, accessible to all." "Recognizing bias." "Respectful of everyone's perspectives." And I'm seeing a 
lot of this "Fair isn't always equal." When we began our work, we didn't really explore that. What's 
equality? What's equity? So one of the things that helped to shape this and one of the things that maybe 
you've seen before ... With just a show of hands, who's seen the children-that-are-trying-to-look-over-
the-fence type of graphic? Well, I stumbled upon this beautiful musical rap of equality versus equity. 



And as a music teacher, I appreciated someone who put it into a musical format. So for those of you 
who haven't seen it, this is another perspective on that by Matthew Cross Guillen. 
 
[VIDEO START] 
 
[Lyrics] 
 
Equity and equality are often confused 
 
But these two words cannot be misused 
 
Maybe you've said, "Equity" 
 
When you should have said, "Equality" 
 
You've used them interchangeably 
 
And that's as wrong as wrong can be 
 
I'll illustrate  
 
And then you'll see 
 
There are three young boys 
 
And one is tall 
 
And one is in-between 
 
And one is small 
 
They are all very good friends despite  
 
The obvious difference in their height 
 
So in-between and short and tall 
 
Go out to see a game of ball 
 
They all want to watch the game 
 
In a sense, they are the same 
 
So one is tall 
 
And that's not all 
 
He's big enough to see the ball 



 
All the tall kid has to do 
 
Is stand there and enjoy the view 
 
The middle kid, or in-between 
 
Can barely see 
 
By this I mean  
 
That due to his midsize physique 
 
He has to jump to catch a peak 
 
The smallest kid, all he can see 
 
Is a fence 
 
And two kids much taller than he  
 
The shortest one is left to pine  
 
For the diamond in the painted line 
 
The question then is, does it matter 
 
If the smallest boy cannot see the batter 
 
A solution lies conveniently  
 
In the form of boxes one, two, three 
 
Three boxes of the same dimension 
 
Perfect for the boys' ascension 
 
With access to the boxes equally 
 
We give one box to each of the three 
 
So the tall boy now 
 
Who could see before 
 
Is higher now 
 
Sees even more 



 
The middle boy can see now too 
 
But the shorter boy still has no view 
 
The boxes raised him higher up 
 
But not enough to get a look 
 
Sharing out resources equally 
 
Has not allowed all three to see 
 
We gave one box to each young boy 
 
Still, the game, all three cannot enjoy 
 
What if we use equity  
 
To give each child enough to see? 
 
If equally does not succeed 
 
Then give out boxes based on need 
 
So middle child, one box for he 
 
That's all he needs for him to see 
 
Tall boy, though, he does not need  
 
To have a box  
 
That was just greed 
 
He gives it to his smallest friend  
 
So above the fence he can ascend 
 
All three can now enjoy the game 
 
Equity, not equality, made them the same 
 
Now think about these three young men 
 
And their equitable condition 
 
Apply it to the world you see 



 
Your life and your community  
 
What if instead of watching ball 
 
The problem was good health for all? 
 
What if instead of being petite 
 
You didn't have good things to eat? 
 
What if by being small  
 
Meant your neighborhood had no safe park at all 
 
It's easier to be tall when your parents are educated 
 
The advantages are such: Make you feel elevated 
 
Equity and equality are often confused 
 
But can no longer be misused 
 
I know they sound quite similar 
 
But now you are empowered with the answer 
 
In the world of the tall  
 
The short lose out 
 
Use equity to work it out 
 
[VIDEO END] 
 
>> And I know that's a very simplistic view of it. But I think it really articulates the differences in what 
that is. So did you see some of the responses you had reflected in what you saw there? And I think that's 
'cause you've seen that before. And that was just a ... Oh, wonderful. What is this? This looks exciting. 
No, I didn't mean to do that. No. Stop, stop. This is my worst nightmare realized. Thank you for sharing 
in this experience with me. I appreciate you all. Wow. When I look back at my history of what I just came 
up, I'm going to be mortified. Okay. Well, let's regroup. All right. So as you've probably heard several 
times throughout this conference, certain communities are consistently marginalized in schools. Some 
students of color, students with disabilities, males, students living in poverty, students who are LGBT. 
The way the CR-PBIS grant was initially presented to us was looking through the lens of disability and 
race. When we undertook this project, we kind of brought into our view to look at more marginalized 
communities and schools. So it's just an approach we decided, as a team, to make. So we knew that 
these groups, through research, through experience, through our school data, examining our data, we 
knew how to calculate risk indices and risk ratios 2 years ago. Now, what do we do with that? And what 



does that mean? We really wanted to delve deeper into the underlying and root issues in our school 
culture and our community culture that may be contributing to this. With the people sitting closest to 
you, collaborate on the other side of that document that you just created to create lists of why you think 
there are inequities and discipline practices in your school. You can think about your school's own 
discipline data. If you don't know it, you can think about disproportionality in academic data as well or 
whatever data you know about your school. And what are your whys that you would provide? What is 
causing those gaps in outcome? A couple minutes to discuss that. I know it's pretty heavy discussion.  
 
[ Chatter ]  
 
>> All right. Can we come back together please? Could everyone just hold up some of your reasons, the 
explanations? What is contributing to inequity in schools and disproportionality barriers to excess 
curriculum? "Poverty." "Funding." "No plan for consequences." "Lack of teacher empowerment." 
"Stereotypes." "SES." "Culture." "Clash of cultures between those delivering instruction and those 
receiving it." "Lack of resources, funds." "Inefficient professional development." "Family values." 
"Cultural expectations." "Teachers do not relate to students." "Bias in teacher response or comfort level 
and handling issues and problems." "Microaggressions." "Lack of awareness and information." 
"Resources funding." "Teacher viewpoint accountability bias." "Peer influence." "Priorities." "Lack of 
resources" again. "Zero tolerance." "Lack of understanding." "Culturally and linguistically diverse." 
"Frustrations with families." "Lack of understanding about various disabilities." "Personality conflicts." 
That's a lot. Wow. And that's exactly how we felt when Amy and Kristen came to our school and said, 
"We're gonna do this project. And we're all in this together." And we're like, "Wow. That's a lot." So this 
is who we are and why we're here today. We're a sub-team of our school's PBIS team challenged with 
this opportunity to look at data in a different way, to apply it to our PBIS systems, to maybe reframe our 
think a little bit, to expand our approaches and expand our possibilities a little bit more. We have 
received this grant for the past 2 years. And because of that funding that so many of your wrote about, 
we had the time to have this really deep, meaningful, authentic, engaging, motivating dialogue that has 
forged relationships not only between us, but within ourselves and the way we're moving out into 
communities like these and different conferences and things like that. So we had nine grant priorities 
when we started out. Now, apparently, it's down to eight. But what do you do with the data? We were 
able to calculate it, no problem. But now what? So here was our process and how we worked through it. 
And again, I will say this over and over again, "This is just the way we did it," because what you just 
wrote about is immense. And these were the questions you might be thinking in your head right now. In 
our school, and in each one of your schools, you have a unique context. This is a context-dependent 
thing. In terms of the actionable practices, you're your teacher in your classroom, in your school, you 
know your students more than anyone else besides their parents. So in our context, we have three 
buildings: elementary, middle and high. We're on one campus. Because of the population of our school, 
it is pretty much racially homogeneous. So there's a perception, possibly, in our community that there is 
no diversity here. So we don't need to have these conversations. There's just none. All our students ... 
Because of the perceptions ... That they're all the same. And everyone has the same access and 
opportunity because it's a public school, and that's what public schools do. It's the great equalizer, as 
Horace Mann once intended it to be. So we knew we're in a unique context. We know you're in a very 
unique context. We knew the problems we were trying to address go much larger than we are able to 
address in a huge manner. But we were thinking, "What can we do?" What are the things we can do in 
our own spheres of influence with the people we know and the contacts we're making and the 
community members and the families we're engaging? What can we do? We knew that having 
conversations around these issues ... Because prior to this, our school district really had never had any 
initiative to really delve deeper into these issues regarding disproportionality and things like this. So we 



knew it'd be uncomfortable. And we knew it wouldn't be a quick fix. And I think that's one thing that we 
continue to talk about: the time. And a lot of you wrote about that as well: The time we spend talking 
about this. And every time we talk, it just gets deeper and deeper. And through the grant funding, we 
were able to have the conversations that go beyond our grant team meetings. We were at the bar last 
night. We had some good ... It continues! We see each other in the hallway. We continue the dialogue. It 
never stops. It's now become embedded in our interaction. So it's something that started. Maybe it was 
intended to just begin in the grant-team realm of it, but it's definitely pushed out farther.  
 
>> So we have ... 
 
>> We have what can be perceived as a homogeneous population. How many years ago? Five years ago, 
we were about 5 percent free and reduced lunch. And now we're up over 32 percent. And our 
community's perception of our school, some of our teachers' perception, our administrators, our school 
board has not caught up with that, with realizing that ... We realized we had to uncover the invisible, 
that there was family diversity. There were all kinds of ability, disability, all kinds of differences between 
some of our families that weren't just seen by taking a snap peek at our some of our data or walking 
through our school and just looking around, right? So we realized we had to figure out, "How do we 
uncover this?" And it required a lot of interesting conversations, sometimes uncomfortable 
conversations. Yes. And through those uncomfortable conversations, growth occurred. And some 
suggestions and ideas are ... We're still in flux. This is still a budding, emerging thing. But one thing we 
did do is we brought in ... Because of the grant, we were able to bring in Dr. Paul Gorski, who is a social 
justice activist. Does anyone know his work? He's an amazing, amazing teacher. And he came in, worked 
with our staff and did some staff development. He kind of looked through 30 years of research on 
multicultural education, social justice work. And he said, "Of all the things that had an impact on 
achievement and on understanding this wide disproportionality exists," he says, "It's because of how 
you're approaching the problem. If you're approaching the problem from a certain ideology, you may 
not be able to see different possibilities because you're not viewing the problem in a way that enables 
you to see possibilities. So we learn from him that ideology frames your policy, your practice. I keep 
seeing all of these wonderful circle graphs from PBIS like, "Policies, practices and data." "But how are 
you viewing what the issue is?" became our question. Before we even look at those things, how are we 
... What lens are we viewing those big systems we have in our school? So these are some ideological 
perspectives that Paul Gorski talks a lot about in his work. And one is deficit ideology. If you're familiar 
with the cultural proficiency continuum, the downward spiral kind of conversation. The viewpoint that 
outcome and equalities are the fault of the cultural moral or intellectual deficiencies of particular 
communities. And it serves a purpose. It seeks to justify extant systems of power and privilege. So it is 
working. And that's why it continues to exist. Good ideology is the viewpoint of "If you just work a little 
harder ... Yes, you may be a struggling student. But if you just applied yourself a little harder, you could 
overcome." And he really spends a lot of time talking about structural ideology, looking at the root 
causes of things. And not just looking at it as a whole, but looking at nuanced views of it and 
intersectionality between poverty and class and how race and how everything kind of ... There's so much 
overlap. It's hard to tease apart these different facets and how systemic injustice contributes to this. 
And then after he talked about this, again, we're like, "Whoa. What do you do with that?" So here's a 
little ideological analogy. You can't even see the flower. When a flower doesn't bloom, you fix the 
environment in which it grows, not the flower. So here's this problem. This flower's not growing can be 
compared to a student not making behavioral gains in the PBIS system that exists. So beliefs matter. 
When it comes to uncovering solutions to disproportionality and behavioral outcomes. So if I present 
some deficit perspective, I'm going to blame that kid because of a certain community, he or she might 
be in a certain community that is identified as one of our areas of need in our school. And it's the fault of 



that child or that family. And that's how we're looking at that. Or you can be looking at, from the grit 
perspective of, "If that flower just tried a little harder." "If that student would just sit still and worked a 
little harder to sit still and to ... Respectful, responsible safe, that child would be okay." Or conversely, if 
you reframe your thinking and look about the structural views ... The environment: Is the flower getting 
enough sunshine, water, air? My perspective has kind of shifted. So I'm looking at the environment of 
the child. Are the systems that we have in place taking into consideration the needs of the child? And 
structural factors that we may not even be intending to perpetuate, we might be doing within our 
practices in the process of trying to take that bias and the disproportionality away. We might 
inadvertently be participating in it. So we're constantly asking these questions. So now that you've 
learned a little bit about the ideological perspectives, revisit your lists of why inequities exist. So just 
take a look at those lists you just created. If you could just look at the majority .... You can just talk 
amongst yourselves. Were you looking at that explanation? Is that coming from a deficit view? The 
problem or fault of a community or a lack? Was it coming from a grit perspective or more of a 
structural? I saw a lot of structural responses in your thing. So just take a minute to talk to the people 
next to you. Excellent. And I see some of your wrote the viewpoints on there. One thing that's different, 
I think, in our approach to this, was that it's that active structural view. The big difference is that you're 
actively trying to remove the barriers. You're spending your time trying to remove the barriers instead of 
just trying to ... What's the word? You're trying to remove ... Yeah. You're not trying to fix the problem. 
You're trying to remove the problem with which needs fixing. I can't articulate right now. I'm very 
nervous. Okay. Moving on. All right. so Gorski [INAUDIBLE] thing as well. How we think about problems 
definitely shapes how we can envision solutions. So that's the lens with which we viewed our data. And 
equity literacy is a developing framework that kind of helps us recognize, respond to and redress 
underlying components that may be contributing to our disproportionality in our data. And we're trying 
to uncover that, what Joanna was talking about, the hidden curriculum of our school and community 
and trying to bring those hidden things to the surface so that we can dialogue about them. We can come 
up with action plans to address them, look at our PBIS practices and procedures and say, "What could 
we be doing better? How are we unintentionally alienating ourselves from families and community 
members?" where we might think we're doing something to get them together. But we might be doing 
something, in the way we're doing it, that's putting up a barrier. And we're trying to do this in a way 
that's sustainable. Right now, we're at the point where just so in the thick of it. And we're talking and 
spending a lot of time with this. But we want to be able to do this in a way that we can maintain over 
time. In that sense, it has to become part and parcel of what we talk about in every single meeting we 
have. This is not a standalone PD in equity literacy. This is a way of thinking and a reshaping and a 
restructuring of just your viewpoint and how you address problems. And it seeks to create equitable 
environments for all students. So we ask ourselves these questions all the time. "What are the societal 
factors? How do my beliefs impact practices, policies, procedures? And why do they exist?" And we 
want to be able to provide nuanced definitions of that. So our team's aims are to enhance teachers' 
equity literacy. We're a subgroup. But we want to push out into the bigger, larger school teams. We 
want to improve our ability to problem-solve and strategize and action plan. And we want to be able to 
come up with a framework for disseminating what we found and what we're learning. And this is not 
something that, "Oh, we figured it out. And here it is." It's something we're going to continually have to 
have this conversation about. So we created a five-person professional learning community. And this 
was key. We had to know each other. And that took time. It took time to just get to know each other 
'cause you can't have conversations ... We were talking about the things we were talking about without 
really having excellent camaraderie. We had to be willing and able to participate in these conversations. 
What I noticed that, over time, I think, and you can speak to this: If someone said something, and we 
would be able to say, "Oh, wait. That was an example of this." We'd be able to use the language and 
sometimes call each other on, "Oh, you said that ... Wait. That's not cool with me." And we would never 



have been there had we not put in the time and the active engagement and thinking about this and how 
it's going to impact learners and how we structure what we say to each other. And what's the impact on 
that on a kid? Just always thinking about the inverse. This morning, we had this great discussion about 
how admin and us and how our communication could be better. And we're trying to bridge those gaps. 
And then Joanna said, "Well, wait a second. Flip that. That's how parents are perceiving the teachers." 
And it could a similar thing. So it was just a new way to bounce ideas off and think about it. We also 
were able to attend workshops and conferences together, alternate approaches to understanding the 
issues that were at play at our school. So this collaborative structure aligns with distributed leadership 
principles. We're five teachers that are going out into our teams, talking about how we can improve our 
practices within PBIS. And we're extending the role of the principal. And we're becoming leaders in our 
own teams and continuing this conversation ... And as she's bringing that also into school-wide ... And 
work collectively to, as leaders, to try and work together to maximize this change in a sustainable way. 
This whole time, we've been trying to just delve deeper into the whys. Why is it happening in our 
school? What may we be unintentionally doing that is distancing ourselves from students, from parents? 
These constant critical discussions, and we do this through meetings, our PBIS with admin. We 
collaborate online. We watch videos about equity. We read about it. We have the space and time to talk 
about it, and with support from admin to implement changes into our PBIS practices as a result of our 
work. Just want to take a pause now to kind of have some of the team members talk about what 
resonated with them as part of this process, some of the things we learned that might be helpful to you 
as you structure teams similar like this in your school, and how you might get some ideas for talking 
about issues of disproportionality within your own team. So you want to talk about the research part? 
 
>> Well, I happen to be our elementary librarian. So my passion, of course, lies in resources. And one 
thing that we learned over the last couple of years, but also related to experiences before we had the 
privilege of having a group like this, was that this is work that has to be done very carefully. And yet it's 
still messy. And we learned to be really vigilant about finding quality resources for learning about equity 
and frameworks for having our discussions and recording our discussions and examining them. And we 
had experienced PD where it was a situation where a busy administrator was told, "You have to do a 
session on multiculturalism for our in-service in 3 days." And so they googled the first thing they could 
find. And they swiped it and gave it to everybody and unintentionally ended up perpetuating the same 
things that they were trying to teach us about. So we've learned that it really is vital that people are 
given space and time to build the trust in the groups and find quality resources. The biggest resources 
we have, of course, are our families and community. She's connected to ... Emily works with Lehigh 
University. She's in the doctoral program there. And they're doing some great work around equity. And 
so reaching out to the professors there who are doing work to find resources, doing community 
mapping, reaching out to our guidance counselors to find out where are the organizations that you refer 
families to, connecting with them to find out what we can learn that we don't know about our families 
and our children and really being careful and intentional. You wanted to say something about the small 
group.  
 
>> So kind of being like newbie to all of this stuff, Emily's been doing this work for, like, 10 years, at 
least. So she knows this stuff, like, inside-outside-upside-down. And her and Joanna kind of, like, get 
together.  And they talk about these things. And then there's Courtney, Mike and I that are like ... Okay. 
Like, we think, "This is really good stuff." And they're talking about all of these big words that I'm like, 
"Wait. How? What are you using?" So I just kind of wanted to say it needs to be a very slow process. The 
idea of starting with a small group was ideal because before you kind of jump in, you need to make sure 
that you're comfortable first. So before we can even go out to the larger faculty and our staff, we 
needed to make sure that we totally understood this. And they've been very patient with the three of us 



and learning all of these important things that we're learning. So my words as, like, the newbie to this is 
just to start out small. Start off slow. There are going to be times where you're going to get extremely 
frustrated. And you're going to think, "Oh, I got this." And then one of them says something again. And 
I'm like, "Oh, crap. I don't understand this. I have to think about it again." So it is definitely a slow 
process. Just remember those words because I remember sitting here a few years ago when we just 
started PBIS and thinking, "Oh, my gosh. We're never going to get this." And I remember somebody 
saying, "You're going to mess up. And that's okay. And then you have to go back and figure it out again." 
So those are my, as the newbie, words of wisdom.  
 
>> Do you want to talk about this? 
 
>> Pass on the mic to Mike. 
 
>> Thank you.  
 
>> Talk about the unintended consequences ... 
 
>> Oh, yeah. All right. So two big things. One, I'm kind of the math guy. I'm the data guy. I love numbers. 
I'm a very ... If the data says this, then do this. And the one thing I've learned through all of this work is 
there's just not one way to solve a problem. And the numbers may say this. And you may think, "Hey. I 
just need to go this direction." What you find out when you start looking at equity, there are about 10, 
15, 20 different ways to go. And I had to kind of change my own mindset and say, "Hey. There isn't going 
to be a simple solution to everything." And you kind of have to communicate that with your staff too. A 
lot of your staff members are going to think ... They want the quick, easy answer. Administrators want 
the quick, easy answer. This doesn't work. I mean, we're in our second, third year of this now. And we 
have more questions now than we had when we first started. But I can tell you that looking at some of 
our data, we have started to make some progress. Going beyond that, a little story that kind of ties into 
some of this and some experiences and questions that you're going to come up with. We do an end-of-
the-year celebration with our students and our parents at the end of every year, almost like a field day 
type of thing. Harmless, little thing. You invite the parents in, have a little fun with the kids. But in the 
name of safety and policy change, we, the school, had to kind of change the way it ran its field day. And 
a decision was made, "Well, we'll take everybody up to the football field, inside of a literal barrier, inside 
a fence, where the kids and teachers take part." And the parents have to sit up in the stands. And now 
they can't participate with their children anymore. So in the name of policy, you're thinking, "Great. 
Everybody's safe." But in terms of equity, you've now created yet another unintended consequence, 
another barrier with our community, with your parents. And it's very difficult to now go back. So we've 
tried to have this conversation with administration and say, "How can we link together equity in terms 
of when you make a safety or a policy decision?" And it's been very difficult. We're fighting an uphill 
battle to look at some of the existing safety rules and regulations, handbook, policies, practices and look 
at it from that different lens, from that equity lens. And that's going to be the uphill battle you're all 
going to face. But you've just got to keep asking those questions and just keep at it. That's what I have to 
say.  
 
[INAUDIBLE] 
 
>> All right. So there's no one right way to do this. We are, I think ... Silky was, in one of the other 
events, was talking about ... I forget what she said, "We're playing in the sandbox." We rolled CR-PBIS in 
our first year of PBIS implementation. So we have two huge initiatives going on at the same time, which 



is an awesome thing because this was always in our conversation. We never had to do PBIS and then 
add this later. It was just part and parcel of what we did from the beginning. And it's only continuing to 
get deeper and deeper and deeper and hopefully better over time. So there's no one right way to do 
this. There's handouts right there. We, sometimes, need something to start the conversation. It's not 
easy to just come out of the blue with these things, to know exactly what to say and what to talk about. 
So this is from NEA. And these were some strategies. If you just want to look through them. And there's 
strategies for ... "100 Ways to Make Your School Family Friendly." This was used to spark dialogue and 
maybe develop our critical lens a little more.   
 
>> [ Chatter ]  
 
>> So as you're just reading through them, if you could highlight five things that you think your school 
does really well. Just, as you're reading through, just check them off or circle them ... And then five 
things you want to do. So we always start with our positives. So can anybody just raise your hand and 
say one of the things that your school does that you think you do really well with your school in terms of 
of parent-community relationships? Anybody share one of the things you think your school does well? 
Go ahead.  
 
>> Number 21.  
 
>> Twenty-one. "Address concerns honestly, openly and early-on." Something else? A positive in your 
environment. Go ahead.  
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] explain our rules and expectations. And then we ask parents [INAUDIBLE]. 
 
>> Explain very clearly what the expectations are and ask for parent involvement and input. Awesome. 
And you can really delve into some really deep stuff when you talk about, what are the things that you 
want to do? What were some of the things that maybe you saw in here, you're like, "Yup. I wish we 
were doing that. Why aren't we doing it?" So could somebody just share something of the wanting to 
do? Go ahead.  
 
>> [INAUDIBLE]  
 
>> Okay. Offering parenting classes in child development, discipline and similar topics. Go ahead.  
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] more student-led conferences. 
 
>> Student-led conferences. Okay. And then you get into really good dialogue about, what are the 
barriers to that? What structures do you have in place in your school that are not enabling you to do 
those things that you know are going to be meaningful for kids and for parents and for that relationship?  
And when relationships and the climate is better, kids excel. So this is important stuff. And it may not be 
measured. And maybe we want to talk about that now. That may not show up immediately. It may not 
show up immediately. But that stuff, over time, is cumulative, just as microaggressions are cumulative 
over time. So we want to flip that switch. We want to look at differently. And we're grateful for the 
grant because it did provide us with tools. Like ... 
 
>> [INAUDIBLE] 
 



>> Yes. We've gotten excellent tools from PaTTAN TIPS and SWIS and our facilitators. Amy, thank you. 
And we have learned through really diving into the SWIS data that the data's vital. The data's important. 
But it's only one metric. And you have to also value anecdotal and experiential evidence from your 
teachers, from your students ... Yeah ... That may not be visible without being in there on the ground. So 
it's really been, for us, an issue, also, of developing of vigilance and always asking the question, "In this 
decision we're making, or in this initiative, is this serving to ... Are we serving to fix the group that's 
marginalized? Or are we authentically working to remove the barriers that marginalize our students and 
families?" Because it's very easy to lose sight of that and unintentionally delve and wallow in that deficit 
ideology of, "We just have to fix them. We just have to give them enough parenting classes, enough 
reteaching. And it'll be better." So our crusade is to become threats to inequity. And Dr. Gorski had this 
great piece that just came out last week or something. Any time he writes a paper, I get it. And I read it 
right away. I'm kind of a big ... Number-one fan. Yeah. Right? I know. Amy, stop! So I just think these are 
guiding questions, as you're working with your teams. What are the objectives of my diversity efforts? 
What's the goal? We're saying that we want to be creating more equity. And you can't do what without 
addressing, redressing and responding to bias and disproportionality and things like that. And if it's not 
working, you've got to reevaluate what you're doing. Are my intentions to fix, like Joanna said? Or are 
they to fix the conditions that marginalize populations? Am I putting more resources into diversity 
programming? You know, multicultural nights, very surface-level things, rather than delving into real 
conversations about economic injustice, sexism, racism, homophobia, ableism. Do I have the skill set to 
engage in those conversations?  And that's what we're developing in our small group and again, work in 
progress. Is my school's diversity professional development built around equity literacy? Good diversity 
PD should be teaching teachers and working with teachers to kind of understand how to do these 
things. And is it sophisticated or tokenistic? Is it multi-layered and nuanced? Or is it very surface-level? 
And not only amongst teachers, these conversations, we need to bring into the classroom, have with 
kids and talk about how to make a more equitable world. So just going to close with this. And then we'll 
take questions. So here's just our logic model for developing this equity literacy framework within a PLC. 
So our ideal goal over time is to take not only discipline data but academic. A motivated team of 
teacher-leaders, resources, time ... Put our resources into this. And hopefully, we'll end up with a more 
nuanced view of these things, of the awareness and a skill set to address the barriers in our own school 
and community and reducing rates of disproportionality in our school, rather than looking at specific 
subgroups, but kind of as a whole. Kind of a more holistic approach to things. So here's just a flexible 
framework. So form a team of highly motivated individuals who are committed to this, "A small group," 
like Steph said, examing academic or discipline data from a structural perspective. That time for 
reflection, really delving into the whys. Engaging community members and so everyone has a voice at 
the table. And that's something we are really, really working hard to get. And then consistent 
evaluation. This is not done after a meeting. It's a continuous ... Embedded into the culture and climate 
of how the school functions as a whole. So that is our presentation. Any questions? Yeah. 
 
>> I have a question. When you were looking at the Gorski slide in the second piece where [INAUDIBLE] 
programming to use some of the ... Loosen the barriers, right? Do you currently consult with a parent 
group to kind of address what the barriers are and what their perceived fixes are? 
 
>> So the question was, "Are we collaborating with parent groups to generate fixes?" We don't feel that 
we are yet at that level amongst ourselves there. We want to improve our understandings before we're 
... You know? And we are very close. We have made contacts. We're ready to begin that process 
because we want to do it right. And we want to make sure that our mindset is in the space we want it to 
be before we start that. But that's where we are in the flow of that process. Yeah. 
 



>> [INAUDIBLE] out from your broader [INAUDIBLE]. 
 
>> Yup. We present monthly. And if we present to the larger faculty, always we're doing multiple survey 
... I think we did three or four surveys this year? Just kind of touched Paul's points of how are people 
feeling about this? How is this impacting your kids and your classroom? So we're reporting out. We do it 
through Google Docs. And we have access to data. Teachers can see what our survey results are. We're 
pretty transparent. And that's new for us. We've never done that before. To see results of a survey is ... 
We don't really typically get that. We take the surveys. But we never get the results. So we're trying to 
kind of shift what the paradigm is here, which for some, that's a learning curve in itself. Looking at the 
date and, "Okay, now what? What does that mean in our classroom?" And that sparks amazing 
conversations with teachers. So what we're thinking about and talking about in our small group, there's 
different conversation. And then we come back to the table. And it's this iterative, cyclical, ongoing thing 
that we just keep at it. And it's massive. And we've got the motivation to continue it because we know 
how important it is. And if we're not talking about it, it won't be talked about. Yeah? 
 
>> What's your designated time, like at every faculty meeting? Or ...  
 
>> Yeah. We go to administration. We say, "Can we please have this amount of time to do this 
presentation?" We've had subgroups pulled out of faculty meetings to kind of talk about ... We're 
looking at data, hands-on aggression was one of our issues of concern. And we had pulled small groups 
and talked about, how does that work? And what does that mean? So we crafted a school-wide 
assembly. We have kids involved in the process of ... On the morning announcements, kind of talking 
about ... It's from the kid perspective as well. And we try to get the word out, not just to the teacher, but 
to the students: What we're working on. We're checking the data disseminating to teachers. But also the 
kids are practicing the skills that they need. They're receiving the skill set and then practicing it in a 
small-group, large-group format. Any other questions? All right. Thank you so much.  
 
>> Awesome. 
 
>> Now, you can see why it's such a pleasure to work with this group. They are not implementing a 
grant. They are living new ideas and implementing. And it's just an absolute pleasure to work with them. 


